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Introduction
Transmission of direct-sequence code-division multiple access (DS-CDMA) video data streams over an actual RF channel environment with Rayleigh fading is studied to validate the superiority of auxiliary-vector (AV) filters over other filters. The AV filter is used at the receiver since it is known to outperform other filtering techniques in rapidly changing environments, where only a small data record size is available.
Background
The flow diagram of the process used in this study is shown in Figure 1 . We used the Agilent E4438C RF Arbitrary Waveform Generator, the N115A Baseband Studio fader hardware/software package, and the SoRDS receiver to provide an actual RF channel environment with Rayleigh fading. The data generated included data streams for 10 users and Doppler values equal to 0, 4, 40, 200, and 400 Hz.
The transmitted video data was the "Foreman" sequence source-encoded using MPEG-4. The video data stream is partitioned into small packets. Each packet is then Rate-Compatible Punctured Convolutional (RCPC) encoded, interleaved, and then spread.
Convolutional coding is accomplished by convolving the source data with a convolutional matrix G, thus generating one codeword for the entire source data. RCPC codes are well-suited for unequal error protection since they provide a family of codes with different rates. Rate-compatibility requires that a higher rate code be a subset of a lower rate code. This is achieved by puncturing a "mother" code of rate 1/n to achieve high rates. Puncturing is the process of deleting bits from the output sequence in a predefined manner so that fewer bits are transmitted than in the original coder leading to a higher coding rate.
Using interleaving, as well as an error correcting code, can improve the performance of channel coding. Interleaving changes the mixes symbols from different codewords so that consecutive symbols within the same codeword are spread across several codewords. Error bursts would then affect different symbols belonging to different codewords instead of a whole section of one codeword. This has the effect of randomizing burst errors seen by the channel decoder.
DS-CDMA allows several users to use the same frequency band at the same time. Each user is assigned a unique code called the spreading code that is uses to distinguish one user from the other. The spreading length used in this investigation is 16.
As a result of the limitations of the hardware used to create the RF channel environment, only one user could be transmitted at a time. To provide the more realistic multiuser scenario, individual user data was summed at the receiver. 
Actual
Deinterleaving
RCPC decoding Depacketization
The AV receiver was chosen based on the realistic channel fading rates that limit the data record available for receiver adaptation. Under small sample support adaptation, AV filter short-data-record estimators have been shown to exhibit superior bit error rate (BER) performance in comparison to least mean squares (LMS), recursive least squares (RLS), sample matrix inversion (SMI), diagonally loaded SMI, or multistage nested Wiener filter implementations. 
The auxiliary vector, , is chosen to maximize, under fixed norm, the magnitude of the cross-correlation between its output, , and the previous filter output, , and is given by
where R is in the input autocorrelation matrix,
The scalar is selected such that it minimizes the output variance of the filter or equivalently minimizes the mean square (MS) error between and . The MS-optimum is:
The AV filter recursion is completely defined by equations (1)-(4). The initial filter used for the AV technique, the RAKE filter, is estimated by using a certain number of pilot bits. These are obtained from the input bits that are assumed to be known at the receiver. The AV filter is used to despread the data stream. The performance of the AV was compared to the RAKE and minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) filters.
A deinterleaver is used to restore symbols back to their original codewords. Now that any error bursts are randomized, the decoder can perform decoding as if the received data has gone through a random error channel instead of a burst error channel.
The Viterbi algorithm is most commonly used to decode convolutional codes. It is a maximum-likelihood sequence estimation procedure. Hard-decision decoding is used here. In hard decoding, the channel output is used to produce a maximum-likelihood decision on the channel input which is then used for the final source string decision making under the proper distance metric.
Results
The tabulated results obtained by this study are shown below. Since the resulting video quality of all the decoded frames is comparable, the standard by which the output is deemed superior is the number of frames that can be decoded. In all cases, the AV filter outperforms both the RAKE and MVDR filters. If there are multiple sets that produce fully decoded video clips, the best set is determined by the lowest percentage of the packet size used as pilot bits. The shaded row of each table represents the set of parameters that produce the best end result.
The packet size corresponds to the size of the packet before channel decoding. The packet size for channel decoding must remain at the original 410. In all cases, the six interfering users are cyclically shifted to create an asynchronous environment that occurs in real life. Tables 1 and 2 give the results for the cases where there is no Doppler. Table 1 corresponds to the simulations run with the video clip at the highest data rate. With the original packet size of 410, 13% of the packet size must be known in order to obtain the full video using the AV filter. For the same packet size and number of pilot bits, RAKE and MVDR filters can not even produce decodable video. Table 2 , the performance is shown to improve if a larger packet size is used. Even with just 5% of the packet size used as pilot bits, the AV technique results in a 0 BER. The packet size may be further increased past 2008, but the computational complexity increases with increasing packet size. Tables 3,  4 , and 5, respectively. The packet sizes must be decreased with increasing Doppler frequencies to achieve adequate results. In Table 3 , the AV filter gives fully decodable video with only 7.5% of the packet size used as pilot bits while MVDR requires 10% for pilot bits. Table 4 , the AV method achieves fully decodable video with just 10% of a packet size utilized for pilot bits. The MVDR filter can not produce any decodable video even with 30% used for pilot bits. In fact, it requires the knowledge of half of the packet in order to result in video that is fully decodable which is not realistic. Even with a Doppler frequency of 200 Hz, the AV technique still achieved fully decodable video with just 12.5 % of the packet size used as pilot bits, as seen in Table 5 . MVDR could not produce decodable video even with 50% of the packet size, and so it was omitted. Tables 6, 7 , and 8, respectively. There are three cases that produce fully decodable video using AV filters. However, using 30% for a packet size of 266 or even 20% for a packet size of 1000 for pilot bits is not a reasonable condition. Hence using 12.5% for a packet size of 800 is regarded as the best choice. Neither RAKE nor MVDR is able to generate any decodable video. 
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C Implementation of the Developed Algorithms
We have collaborated with AFRL personnel in order to convert the Matlab code we used for the above results to C++. Thus, the following modules are being implemented in C++:
• AV receiver
The C++ implementation is expected to eventually lead to an efficient hardware implementation of the proposed algorithms.
Publications
This research has led to the following publication: 
In this work, the "foreman" video sequence is source encoded using an MPEG-4 compatible video codec and channel-coded using rate-compatible punctured convolutional (RCPC) codes. After spreading and modulating, the resultant bitstream is transmitted over a user-defined Agilent wireless channel emulation. Upon chip-matched filtering and sampling at the chip-rate on a hardware testbed, the received data are despread/demodulated using the AV, RAKE-MF and MVDR receivers and, subsequently, channel and source decoded. The resultant video clips exemplify that the AV receiver outperforms the MVDR and the RAKE-MF receiver counterparts under a wide range of rates and channel conditions.
INTRODUCTION
In the last few years, there has been a significant amount of research work done in the area of multimedia communication over direct-sequence code division multiple access (DS-CDMA) channels. In this paper we consider the scalable video transmission over "real world" DS-CDMA multipath fading channels in a multiuser environment and demonstrate the interference suppression capabilities of the auxiliary-vector (AV) receiver [1] for such systems. The choice of the AV receiver was dictated by realistic channel fading rates that limit the data record available for receiver adaptation and redesign. Under small sample support adaptation, the AV filter short-data-record estimators have been shown to exhibit superior bit-error-rate performance in comparison with least-mean-squares (LMS), recursive-least-squares (RLS), sample-matrixinversion (SMI), diagonally loaded SMI, or multistage nested Wiener filter implementations [1] , [2] , [3] .
In [4] , video transmission from one transmitter to one receiver using binary phase-shift-keying (BPSK) modulation was analyzed. The channel behavior was modeled as non-frequency-selective Rayleigh fading. In [5] , video transmission over a DS-CDMA link was considered. A frequency-selective (multipath) Rayleigh fading channel model was used. At the receiver, an adaptive antenna array auxiliary-vector (AV) linear filter that provides space-time RAKE-type processing (thus, taking advantage of the multipath characteristics of the channel) and multiple-access in-terference suppression was employed [1] . The tradeoffs of source coding, channel coding and spreading for image transmission in CDMA systems were considered in [6] . In [7] and [8] , video transmission via a singlerate CDMA channel was compared against transmission via a combination of multi-code multirate CDMA and variable sequence length multirate CDMA under frequency selective Rayleigh fading.
In the video transmission system proposed here, the scalable video bit stream is first channel encoded using a particular channel coding rate. The channel coded information is then spread using a spreading code and carrier modulated for transmission over the wireless channel. The transmission over an RF channel with Rayleigh-faded multipath channel conditions, emulating open and/or urban battlefield environments, is done by means of the Agilent E4438C Vector Signal Generator and Baseband Studio Fader. At the receiver the information is demodulated and despread. These despread data are then decoded using a channel decoder and the video sequence is finally reconstructed using the source decoder.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the elements of the proposed video transmission system, i.e., scalable video coding (section 2.1), channel encoding (section 2.2), channel modeling (section 2.3), the received signal (section 2.4), and auxiliary-vector (AV) filtering (section 2.5). Experimental results are presented in section 3 and conclusions are drawn in section 4.
VIDEO TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
Scalable Video Coding
A scalable video encoder produces a bit stream that consists of embedded subsets. Each embedded subset can be decoded and produce a video sequence of a certain quality. Thus, a single compression operation can produce bit streams with different rates and reconstructed quality. A subset of the original bit stream can be initially transmitted to provide a base layer quality with extra layers subsequently transmitted as enhancement layers.
In this work, an MPEG-4 compatible video source codec is used for scalable video coding. Scalability is obtained in terms of SNR where enhancement in quality translates in an increase in the SNR of the reconstructed video sequence [9] . Also, error-resilience tools of MPEG-4 such as resynchronization markers, data partitioning and reversible variable length codes (RVLC) were enabled.
Channel Coding
Rate-Compatible Punctured Convolutional (RCPC) codes [10] are used to provide the unequal error protection (UEP) to the bitstream. The rate of a convolutional code is defined as k/n where k is the number of input bits and n is the number of output bits. For variable rate coding, a higher rate code can be obtained by puncturing the output of a "mother" code of rate 1/n. For rate compatibility, higher rate codes are chosen to be subsets of lower rate codes. Decoding of the convolutional codes is carried out by the Viterbi algorithm which is a maximum-likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) procedure.
Channel Modeling
The Agilent E4438C RF Arbitrary Waveform Generator and the N115A Baseband Studio fader hardware/software package were used to create a "real time" RF Rayleigh fading channel with multipath and Doppler frequencies. The E4438C RF Waveform Generator converts baseband I/Q data to RF. The N115A Baseband Studio obtains non-faded I/Q data from the E4438C arbitrary waveform generator and based on operator selected fading parameters, it computes and inserts, in "real time", faded I/Q data back into the waveform generator. This setup is used to emulate open and/or urban battlefield environments with up to 48 paths and various Doppler frequencies.
Received Signal
We model the baseband received signal as the aggregate of the received multipath spread-spectrum (SS) signal of interest with signature code S o of length L (if T is the symbol period and T c is the chip period then L = T /T c ), K − 1 received DS-SS interferers with unknown signatures S k , k = 1, ..., K −1, and white Gaussian noise. For notational simplicity and without the loss of generality, we choose a chip-synchronous signal set-up. We assume that the multipath spread is of the order of a few chip intervals, P , and since the signal is bandlimited to B = 1/2T c the lowpass channel can be represented as a tapped delay line with P + 1 taps spaced at chip intervals T c . After conventional chip-matched filtering and sampling at the chip rate over a multipath-extended symbol interval of L + P chips, the L + P data samples from the antenna element are organized in the form of a vector r given by
k are the present, the previous and the following transmitted bits, respectively, and {c k,p } are the coefficients of the Rayleigh fading multipath channel emulated using the Agilent E4438C Vector Signal Generator and Baseband Studio Fader. S k,p represents the zero-padded by P , p-cyclic-shifted version of the signature of the kth SS signal
Finally, n is the additive complex Gaussian noise.
For conceptual and notational simplicity we may rewrite the received data equation as follows:
is the effective channel-processed signature (RAKE Matched-Filter) of the SS signal of interest (signal-0) and I identifies comprehensively both the Inter-Symbol and the SS interference present in r. In this work, as the fading coefficients are not known, E b 0 {.}, the statistical expectation with respect to b 0 is used to estimate w R−M F . This is done by using pilot bits (of the SS signal of interest) which are assumed to be available at the receiver error-free.
Auxiliary-Vector Filtering
After carrier demodulation, chip-matched filtering, and chip-rate sampling, auxiliary-vector (AV) filtering [1] provides multiple-access-interference (MAI) suppressing despreading. The AV receiver was chosen based on the realistic channel fading rates that limit the data record available for receiver adaptation. Under small sample support adaptation, AV filter shortdata-record estimators have been shown to exhibit superior bit error rate (BER) performance in comparison to least mean squares (LMS), recursive least squares (RLS), sample matrix inversion (SMI), diagonallyloaded SMI, or multistage nested Wiener filter implementations. The AV algorithm generates a sequence of AV filters making use of two basic principles: (i) The maximum magnitude cross-correlation criterion for the evaluation of the auxiliary vectors (ii) The conditional mean-squared optimization criterion for the evaluation of the scalar AV weights. This algorithm is more clearly explained below.
The AV algorithm generates an infinite sequence of filters {w k } If R is unknown (as in practice) and is sampleaverage estimated from a packet data record of
whereŵ ∞ (D) is the widely used MVDR filter estimator known as the sample-matrix-inversion (SMI) filter [11] . The output sequence begins fromŵ 0 (D) = w R-MF w R-MF (8) Criterion 1 completes the design of the AV filter estimator.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the experimental results for the setup described above. We assume K = 7 users that employ direct-sequence SS signaling (the user-of-interest and six interferers). The SNR for all the users is fixed at 8 dB (all SNR values reported in this paper refer to the SNR per chip). An MPEG-4 compatible source codec was used to encode a "foreman" video sequence with two different source rates of 40 and 120 kbps. Rate-compatible punctured codes (RCPC) were used for channel coding by using a "mother" code rate of 1/4 and puncturing it down to the code rate of 1/2. Walsh-Hadamard codes of length L = 16 were used as spreading codes. The transmission over a Rayleigh fading channel was simulated using the Agilent RF Waveform Generator and Baseband Studio Fader with all CDMA signals k = 0, 1, . . . , K − 1 experiencing P = 3 resolvable multipaths and various Doppler values equal to 0, 4, 40 and 200 Hz. Three different receivers were assumed: The RAKE matched-filter (RAKE-MF), the conventional sample-matrix-inversion minimumvariance-distortionless-response (SMI-MVDR) filter, and the auxiliary vector (AV) filter (based on criterion 1, the best AV was selected out of 11 AV's that were produced). The channel decoding was performed using Viterbi algorithm. The tabulated results obtained by this study are shown next. Since the resulting video quality of all the decoded frames is comparable, the standard by which the output is deemed superior is the number of frames that can be decoded. If there are multiple sets that produce fully-decodable video clips (all the frames), the best set is determined by the lowest number of pilot bits used (given in terms of percentage of the packet size). The packet size in the tables below refer to the size of the packet after channel encoding. For all the cases, the bit error rate (BER) is calculated after channel decoding at the receiver. Table I gives the results for the cases where there is zero Doppler. Table I corresponds to the simulations run with the video sequence (150 frames) encoded at the rate of 120 kbps. Using 13%/12% of the packet size (410 bits) as pilot bits, AV filter recovered the total/partial video sequence, respectively. For the same packet size and number of pilot bits, the RAKE-MF and the MVDR filter can not even produce decodable video.
The results for only the user-of-interest experiencing Doppler shifts of 4 Hz while the interfering users experience zero Doppler are given in Table II . The packet sizes were adjusted according to the Doppler frequency to maintain the assumption of constant fading over each packet. As shown in Table II , the AV filter gives a fully decodable video with only 7.5% of the packet size used as pilot bits while the MVDR filter requires higher percentage for pilot bits. Using the RAKE-MF filter, no frames were recovered with a practical number of pilot bits. Table III shows the results for the situation where all There are three cases that produce fully-decodable video using AV filters. However, using 30% for a packet size of 266 or even 20% for a packet size of 1000 bits for pilot bits is not a practical condition. Hence using 12.5% for a packet size of 800 bits as pilot bits can be regarded as the best choice. Also, neither RAKE-MF filter nor MVDR filter recovered any part of the video sequence for any reasonable number of pilot bits. Tables IV and V 
Conclusions
We demonstrated the effectiveness of using an auxiliary vector (AV) receiver for scalable video transmission over DS-CDMA systems with "real world" multipath channel conditions. The results clearly establish the interference mitigation capabilities of the AV receiver. The AV filter receiver was also shown to outperform the MVDR and the RAKE-MF receivers under a wide range of rates and channel conditions.
